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Seniors from the TNUA Department of New Media 
Art presented their graduation exhibition in a 
dynamic way, having a moving stage crisscross the 
streets of Taipei for a week in mid-April to break the 
limitations of art presentation. 

The students' art was shown on the walls of 
displays installed on the New Media Cruiser, a truck 
that shuttled around the city from April 10 to 16 
– the first time that any exhibition has ever been 
presented in this way in Taiwan. 

The project was motivated by the students' pursuit 
of an effective form of art. Using "speed" – a core 
value of this generation – as the motif of their 
research, they studied how art could exceed the 
limitations of presentation in galleries, and how it 
could face the crowds and even communicate with 
the city.

They invited the art director of the New Media 
Cruiser Institute and more than 40 authorities from 
different fields – such as physiology, behaviorism, 
psychology, technology, information and urban 
development – to work as a group. 

The collaboration resulted in the installation of four 
creations on the walls of the New Media Cruiser. 
The exhibits included video installations, sculptures 
and interactive art. 

The students who were involved in the project 
said they hope such a form of presentation can not 
only allow them to read the city, but also maximize 
the power of art by going directly into society in a 
dynamic way.
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QUT Prof. Stock holds guest professorship at TNUA

C a p t i o n :  Q U T  P r o f .  C h e r y l  
S t o c k  a n d  t h e  s t u d e n t s  s h e 
h a s  t a u g h t  w h i l e  h o l d i n g 
a  g u e s t  p r o f e s s o r s h i p  a t  
TNUA.

New Media Cruiser breaks limitations of art presentation

Caption:  The team from the Depar tment of  New Media 
Ar t  and the  New M edia  Cruiser  they  created to  car r y  
their  ar t  in  a  mobile  exhibit ion around Taipei .

Prof. Cheryl Stock from the Queensland University 
of Technology (QUT) held a guest professorship at 
TNUA, offering a series of lectures on the trends 
and developments of contemporary performing 
arts in April.

The visiting scholar gave talks to students in the 
International Master of the Arts Program in Cultural 
and Creative Industries (IMCCI) program under the 
School of Culture Resources and at the School of 
Dance during her three-week stay.

Prof. Stock is currently the coordinator of the 
Doctorate of Creative Industries at QUT. As an artist, 
Prof. Stock has created over 50 dance and theatre 
works.

In 2008, Prof. Stock curated and convened the 
World Dance Alliance Global Summit and in 2009 
was appointed secretary general of World Dance 
Alliance. 

In her lecture to the IMCCI students, Prof. Stock 
talked about the concept of “culturpreneur,” 
as well as the role that creative producers play in 
performing arts. 

She said artists need to know not only their own 
art, but also how to convey, promote and market 
their concepts of art.

At the School of Dance, Prof.  Stock showed 
graduate students how creativity can be inspired 
by the understanding of the space. 

She also pointed out that TNUA should have a 
cross-disciplinary seminar for doctoral students 
across the fields, so that more collaboration can be 
developed, as is the trend for future performing 
arts and various cultural industries.


